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Hema spear fighting
Where do we get all this from? How do you know this is true? Look at the masters; in particular, look at the illustrations in Fiora and Wadi. Note that you never see images in Fiore and Wadi - neither in the images of masters nor students - long, reaching traction using copies so ubiquitous in almost every sparring video
you can see online. Look at Fiore's photo after he removed the student's spear and shoved the student in the face. His hands pass right in front of his body. His hands are not stretched to shove like most people when they use a spear: Simply put, you don't see illustrations in the guides of people pushing, reaching their
hands forward far in front of their body. When you think about it, it makes sense. From the point of view of physics and biomechanics, to make blows, stretching out hands with a spear, very weak. When you stretch your arms forward, with an outstretched spear, you have all that mass hanging in space, which means it's
much harder to hit with force. Also, if the spear is swinging or unable to track perfectly when you extend your arms to hit with it, the kick will be extremely weak. We even have a historical example of this phenomenon: Osama ibn Munkid, a Muslim who fought against the Crusaders in the 12th century, describes pushing
forward with his spear and a blow to the back of a mail protected by a crusader. The latter left unharmed after the collision. Osama regrets that if he had kept a spear in the sofa stabbed under his arm, he would probably have killed the knight. It can be argued that Osama's example does not really apply because he
fought an armored enemy. However, if this is true, we must ask why the unarmed illustrations of the fight against the spear illustrate exactly the same thing, namely the spear, either kept close to the body, or even cooked to the body, for greater stability and power. Obviously, the historical masters believed that the only
definite way to finish the fight was a powerful, steady kick that put the point of the spear deep into the body of the enemy. Interestingly, some of Wadi's unarmed methods with spears are not even associated with pushing a spear at all. Wadi half turns with a spear: (the top two images of this scan). In both of these
images, the master with the crown does not need to cut out his hands to hit the spear. Instead, by turning his hips and legs forward, he spins- makes a half turn and moves the spear into position, so that the student skewers himself while trying to punch the wizard in the face. In the case of the upper left image, the
master lowers the butt of the spear a little as he turns, but much of the force movement comes from the rotation of the hip, and the fact that the spear is being prepared between his and his left hand as soon as the rotation is over. Accurate, effective, fast, powerful and deadly - all signs of genuine military equipment. The
conclusion thus, to sum up: most spear fighting done, even practicing Western martial arts, comes from erroneous basic assumptions. The spear fight is not about pushing your hands forward and right, and trying to cover the enemy's sword (or spear) with a series of quick, stabbing movements. It is weak, and in a
serious fight, more than likely will not be enough to stop your enemy. Instead, true spear fights is at a much closer and much more intimate range. A true spear fighting uses powerful stabbings that depend on stability, and often keep the spear preparing for the body. In conclusion, true spear fights are closer, more
intimate, more powerful, and more brutal than most people realize. The historic fence redirects here. For the history of fencing in general, see the history of fencing. This article contains a list of general references, but it remains largely unverified because it does not have enough relevant link. Please help improve this
article by entering more accurate quotes. (April 2012) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) The front page of the Wallerstein Code shows typical hands of 15th-century individual combat, including Longsworth, Rondel's Dagger, Messer, Sword and Buckle, Halberd, Spears and Personnel. Historical
European martial arts (HEMA) are martial arts of European origin, especially using art previously practiced, but have since become extinct or have evolved into completely different forms. While there is limited surviving documentation of the martial arts of classical antiquity (such as Greek wrestling or gladiatorial battles),
preserved special technical treatises or martial arts guides date back to the late Middle Ages and early modern period. For this reason, the focus of HEMA de facto on the period of half-year around 1300 to 1800, with the German and Italian flowering school in the late Middle Ages and Renaissance (14-16 centuries),
followed by Spanish, French, English and Scottish fencing schools in the modern period (17th and 18th centuries). 19th-century art, such as classical fencing, and even early hybrid styles such as Bartica, can also be incorporated into the term HEMA more broadly, as may be traditional or folk styles eng back in the 19th
and early 20th centuries, including forms of folk struggle and traditional methods of fighting sticks. The term Western Martial Arts (WMA) is sometimes used in the United States and more broadly, including modern and traditional disciplines. During the late Middle Ages, the longsword had an honorable position among
these disciplines, and historic European swordsmanship (HES) used to refer to swordsmanship swordsmanship techniques Modern reconstructions of some of these arts have sprung up since the 1890s and have been practiced systematically since the 1990s. History of European Martial Arts Ancient Information: De re
militari and Viking Age Weapons and Armor Fol. 4v of I.33 The first book on martial arts, Epitoma Rey militaris was written in Latin by a Roman writer, Publius Flavius Vegetius Renatus, who lived in Rome between the fourth and fifth centuries. There are no other known martial arts manuals that protect the later Middle
Ages (except for fragmentary instructions on Greek wrestling, see Papyrus Oxyringus 466), although medieval literature (e.g. Sagas of Icelanders, East Roman acrylic songs, Digenes Akritas and medium-high German epics) record specific fighting and military knowledge; in addition, historical works of art depict combat
and weapons (e.g. Bayeux tapestry, John Skylitz's story summary, Morgan Bible). Some researchers have tried to reconstruct old methods of struggle, such as Pankration, East Roman hops, Viking fencing and gladiatorial battles, citing these sources and practical experiments. The Royal Arms Factory of Ms. I.33 (also
known as Walpurgis or Tower Fechtbuch), from about 1,300, is the oldest surviving Fechtbuch, training sword and combat buckles. The post-classical history of the Central figure of the late medieval martial arts, at least in Germany, is Johannes Likhenauer. Although not a single manuscript he is known to have
preserved, his teachings were first recorded at the end of the fourteenth century by Nuremberger Handschrift GNM 3227a. From the 15th century to the 17th century, numerous Fechtecher (German fencing books) were produced, of which about a few hundred are exhausted; very many of these methods of description
came from Liechtenauer's. Longsword guards (manuscript 1452) Usually, several combat modes are taught side by side with each other, usually unarmed grappling (Kampfringen or abrazare), dagger (Degen or Doug, often made of The Rondel Dagger), Long Knife (Messer) or Dusack, half or quarterstaff, pole weapons,
longsword (langes Schwert, spada longa, spadone), and fighting in the armor plate (Harnischfechten) Some Fehtbecher have sections on the duels (Stechtehten) used only in combat. Important 15th century German fencing masters are Sigmund Ringek, Peter von Danzig (see cod 44 A 8), Hans Talhoffer and Paulus Kal,
who taught Lychtenhauer's teachings. Since the end of the 15th century there have been brotherhoods of fechtbrusters (Fechtbruderschaften), primarily the Brotherhood of St. Mark (1474) and Federfechter. Early Burgundy French treatise Le jeu de la hache (The Axe Game) 1400. The earliest master who wrote in Italian
was Fiore dei Commissioned by the Marquis of Ferrara. Between 1407 and 1410, he documented comprehensive fighting techniques in a treatise entitled Flos Duellatorum covering grappling, dagger, sword arm, longsword, pole-weapon, armoured combat and mounted combat. The Italian school continues Filippo Wadi
(1482-1487) and Pietro Monte (1492, Latin with Italian and Spanish terms). Three early (before George Silver) native English sword texts exist, all very obscure and uncertain dates; they are believed to date back to the second half of the 15th century. Early Modern Renaissance: The Company of Masters In the 16th

Century, a compilation of old Fehtbecher techniques were produced, some of them printed, in particular, by Paulus Hector Meir (in the 1540s) and Joachim Meyer (in the 1570s). In the 16th century, german fencing developed sports trends. The treatises of Paulus Hector Meir and Joachim Meyer derive from the teachings
of the earlier centuries within the Lichtenauer tradition, but with new and distinctive characteristics. The printed fencing by Jacob Sutor (1612) is one of the last in German tradition. In Italy, the 16th century is a period of great change. It opens with two treatises of the Bologne masters Antonio Manciolino and Achilles
Marozzo, who describe a variation of the eclectic chivalrous art of the last century. From sword and buckle to sword and dagger, sword alone to two-armed sword, from pole arms to wrestling (although absent in Mancholino), early 16th-century Italian fencing reflects the versatility that a martial artist of the time had to
achieve. However, by the middle of the century, next to the dagger pole-weapons and companion weapons, and the cloak gradually begins to disappear from treatises. In 1553, Camillo Agrippa was the first to identify the prima, second, terse and quart of guards (or hand positions) that will remain the basis of Italian
fencing in the next century and beyond. Since the end of the 16th century, Italian rapier fencing has gained considerable popularity throughout Europe, thanks in part to the treatise of Salvator Fabrice (1606). Antonio Manciolino (1531, Italian) Achilles Marozzo (1536, Italian) Angelo Vijani (1551, Italian) Camillo Agrippa
(1553, Italian) Jeronimo Sanchez de Carranza (1569, Spanish) Giacomo di Grassi (1570, Italian) Giovanni Dall'Agochi (1572, Italian) Henry de Sainke-Didier (1573, French) Angelo Wiggiani (1575, Italian) Frederico Gisliero (1587, Italian) Vincentio Saviolo (1595, Italian) Girolamo Cavalcabo (1597, Italian) George Silver
(1599 (English) in the style of Baroque fencing Students with rapier and dagger , around 1590 During the Baroque period, the struggle fell out of favor among the upper classes, now regarded as unrefined and rustic. The practice of fencing must also conform to the new ideals of elegance and harmony. This ideology
taken to much in Spain, particularly where La Verdadera Destreza true art (sword) is now based on Renaissance humanism and scientific principles, as opposed to the traditional vulgar approach to fencing inherited from the medieval period. Among the masters of Destreza were Geronimo Sanchez de Carranza (Father
of Destreza, d. 1600) and Luis Pacheco de Narvaez (1600, 1632). Girard Thibault (1630) was a Dutch master under the influence of these ideals. The French fencing school is also moving away from its Italian roots, developing its own terminology, rules and teaching systems. French Masters of the Baroque Period
include Le Perche du Sudrey (1635, 1676, teacher Cyrano de Bergerac), Beznard (1653, teacher descartes), Francois Dansi (1623) and Philibert de la Tes (1670). The Academy de l Espi (Girard Thibault, 1628) In Italy, 17th century fencing is dominated by Salvatore Fabrice, whose De lo schermo overo scienza d'arme
1606 had a great impact not only in Italy but also in Germany, where all this but extinguished the native German fencing tradition. Fabrice was followed by Italian masters such as Nicoletto Giganti (1606), Ridolfo Capo Ferro (1610), Francesco Alfieri (1640), Francesco Antonio Marcelli (1686) and Bondi di Mazo (1696).
The Elizabethan and Jacobin-era produced by English fencing writers such as Gentleman George Silver (1599) and professional fencing master Joseph Svetnam (1617). The English verb to the fence will first be spotted in Shakespeare's Merry Wives of Windsor (1597). The French fencing school dates back to the 16th
century, based on an Italian school, and develops in its classical form during the Baroque period. Rococo Style Academic Fencing (1725 Etching) Additional information: French fencing school, European sword duel, and historical fencing in Scotland In the 18th century at the end of the Baroque/Rococo Period, Frenchstyle fencing with a small sword and then with foil (fleuret), early training weapons for small sword fencing. By 1715, the rapier had been largely replaced by a lighter sword in much of Europe, although the treatment of the former continued to be included by authors such as Donald McBain (1728), P. J. F. Girard (1736)
and Domenico Angelo (1763). At this time, bare-knuckle boxing became a popular sport in England and Ireland. The main pioneers in boxing were englishmen James Figg and Jack Godton. During the 18th century, the French school became a Western European standard to such an extent that Angelo, a master teacher
of Italian descent in England, published his L'Ecole des Armes in French in 1763. It was extremely successful and became a standard fencing guide for the next 50 years, during the Napoleonic period. Angelo's text was so influential that it was chosen be included in the section of the Fight in the Encyclopedia Diderot.
Late Modern Period Development in Modern Sports Additional Information: Fencing, Classical Fencing, Savate, Boxing, Catch Wrestling, Wrestling Hopak, and Academic Fencing Academic Fencing (1831 Painting) Transition to Modern Sports Fencing: Sword Fencing Circa 1900. During the 19th century, Western martial
arts became divided into modern sports on the one hand, and applications that retain military significance on the other. In the latter category methods of close combat with bayonet, except the use of sabers and spears cavalrymen and cutlass naval forces. In addition to fencing with the blade of arms, European combat
sports of the 19th century include boxing, savate in France, numerous regional forms of folk wrestling, as well as numerous styles of stick fighting. Wrestling, spearing, fencing, archery, and boxing continue some of Europe's martial arts in a modified sports uniform. Fencing in the 19th century became a clean sport.
While duels remained common among the aristocratic and officer classes, they became increasingly frowned upon in society for a century, and fights such as fighting to death increasingly struggled with pistols rather than the blade of weapons. Stick fight Extra information: Stick fighting sticks include cane fighting
(including Irish baht or shillelagh, French la cannes and English with a single stick or cane) and Bartic (an early hybrid of Eastern and Western schools popularized at the turn of the 20th century). Some existing forms of European stick struggle can be traced back to direct teacher-student lines from the 19th century.
Notable examples include the methods of the Scottish and British Armed Forces singlestick, la cann and Boeton Francais, Portuguese Jogo do Pau, Italian Paranza or Bastone Siciliano and some styles of Canarian Juego del Palo. In the 19th century and early 20th century, the great wand (pau/baton/baston) was used
by some Portuguese, French and Italian military academies as a method of exercise, relaxation and as preparation for bayonet training. The third category may be traditional people's styles, mainly popular wrestling. Greco-Roman wrestling was a discipline at the first modern Olympic Games in 1896. The inclusion of
freestyle wrestling followed in 1904. The revival of Egerton Castle, Alfred Hutton and Mouatt Biggs giving a demonstration of the Old English Sword and Buckle play in front of the Prince of Wales at the Lyceum Theatre in 1891 (Graphics) Attempts to restore the discontinued tradition of European wrestling systems began
in the late 19th century, with a resurgence of interest in the Middle Ages. The movement was led in England by soldier, writer, antique dealer and fenceman Alfred Hutton. Hatton fencing on on founded by Domenico Angelo. In 1862, he organized in his regiment, stationed in India, the Cameron Fencing Club, for which he
prepared his first work, a 12-page booklet called Swordsmanship. Returning from India in 1865, Hutton focused on the study and revival of old fencing systems and schools. He began teaching groups of students the art of ancient sword play at the London Rifle Brigade Club in the 1880s. In 1889, Hutton published his
most influential work Cold Steel: A Practical Treatise on the Sabre, which presented a historical method of using a military saber on foot, combining an 18th-century English backword puzzle with a modern Italian duel saber. Hatton's pioneering propaganda and historical fencing practice included the reconstruction of
fencing systems for several historical masters, including George Silver and Achilles Marozzo. He delivered numerous practical demonstrations with his colleague Egerton Castle these systems during the 1890s, both for the benefit of various military charities and to encourage the patronage of modern methods of
competitive fencing. The exhibitions were held at the Bath Club and a fundraising event was organized at Guy's Hospital. The newspaper reports on the Ladies' Night at the Bath Club, which included demonstrations in fencing, swimming and bartica (London Daily Mail, June 13, 1899). Among his many acolytes were
Egerton Castle, Captain Carl Timm, Colonel Cyril Matti, Captain Percy Relt, Captain Ernest George Stenson Cook, Captain Frank Herbert Whittow, Esme Behringer, Sir Frederick and Walter Harris Pollock. Despite this revival and the interest he received at the end of Victorian England, the practice became extinct shortly
after Hatton's death in 1910. Interest in the physical use of historical fencing techniques remained largely dormant during the first half of the 20th century due to a number of factors. Similar work, although more academic than practical in nature, was in other European countries. In Germany, Karl Wassmansdorf
conducted a study of the German school, and Gustav Hergsell reprinted three manuals by Hans Talhoffer. In France there was the work of the Academy D'Armagh around 1880-1914. Italy's Jacopo Gelli and Francesco Novati published a facsimile of The Flos Duellatorum by Fiore dei Liberia, and Giuseppe Serry's book
on Baston drew inspiration from the two-handed sword of Achilles Marozzo. The bibliography of Baron Leguina of Spanish fencing is still a standard reference today. Throughout the 20th century, a small number of researchers, mostly scholars who had access to some sources, continued to study the field of historical
European martial arts from a largely academic point of view. In 1972, James Jackson published a book called Three leadership of the fence. This work reprinted the work of George George Giacomo di Grassi and Vincentio Saviolo. In 1965, Martin Virschin published a bibliography of German fencing manuals, as well as
the transcription of Codex Ringeck and the glossary of terms. This, in turn, led to the publication of Hans-Peter Hilsh's seminal work on Johannes Liktenauer in 1985. In the mid-20th century, a small number of professional directors struggled for theater, film and television - particularly Arthur Wise. William Hobbs and
John Waller, all of them British, studied historical battle treatises as inspiration for their combat choreography. In the 1980s and 1990s, Patri Puglise began making photocopies of historical treatises available to stakeholders, which greatly stimulated research. In 1994, the Hammerterz Forum, a publication devoted entirely
to the history of fencing, was adopted. In the late 1990s, translations and interpretations of historical sources began to appear in print and on the Internet. The modern HEMA community Has a thriving community of historical European martial arts in Europe, North America, Australia and the wider English-speaking world
since the 1990s. These groups are trying to recreate historical European martial arts using different teaching methods. Although the focus is usually on the martial arts of medieval and Renaissance masters, martial arts teachers of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries are also being studied and their systems
reconstructed, including Edward William Barton-Wright, founder of Bartica; Combat savat and stick of combat master Pierre Vigner; London boxer and swordsman Rowland George Allanson-Wynn; French journalist and self-defense enthusiast, Ian Joseph-Reno; and British neighborhood expert Thomas McCarthy.
Research and publications in the style of rapiers of the innovative Roman, Neapolitan and Sicilian fencing school in the 16th and 17th century Italy were the first first time MH Francesco Lode, Ph.D., founder of the Academy of Roman d'Armie in Rome, Italy. While the research focused on the family of fencing masters
Marcelli and their students in Rome and abroad (for example. Through the publication of articles and books on rapier fencing, attention was also paid to the influence of 16th century masters operating in Rome, such as Agrippa, Cavalca, Paternoster, or early 17th, as D'Alessandri. The Roman d'Armi Academy has also
conducted historical studies on the long-word system of Fiore de Liberia, publishing the first Italian analysis and transcription of MS. Par. Lat. 11269, Radaelli's military saber and the sword and buckle MS. I.33, and more recently the Likhenauer fencing tradition. Studies of Italian forms of swords and their influence on
French styles of the late 16th and early 17th centuries were carried out Rob Runacres of the Renaissance Swords Club of England. Italian traditions are mainly explored in Italy by Sala d'Arme Achilles Marozzo, where you can find studies on the Bolognese tradition, the Italian medieval tradition of Luca Cesari and Marco
Ruboli, as well as the Florentine tradition of Alessandro Battistini. Central and southern Italian traditions have also been explored by the Roman d'Armi Academy, through studies by Francesco Lode on Specmioli (Marche) and Pagano (Neaples). Italian rapper instructors Tom Leoni (USA) and Piermarco Terminello (UK)
published annotated English translations of some of the most important treatises of rapiers of the 17th century, making this style of fencing accessible to a global audience. Leoni is also the author of English translations of all manuscripts by Fiore de Liberia in Italian, as well as Opera Nova by Manciolino and the third
book Lo Shermo by Wiggiani. Ken Mondshane, one of the few professional scholars working in the field, translated Camillo Agrippa's 1553 treatise, as well as the Parisian manuscript of Fiore deia Liberia, and wrote several academic articles. The Dutch military traditions are explored by Rainier van Noort, who further
focuses on German and French military sources of the 17th century. The ongoing study of the German Langes Messer is primarily represented by the work of Jens Peter Kleinau Martin Enzi. Dirk Hagedorn has also published significant translations. Leading researchers on the I.33 manuscript-style fence include Roland
Warzecha, head of the Dimicator Fencing School in Germany, and Herbert Schmidt of Ars Gladii. Other fencing traditions featured in the scholarships of Stephen Heard and Paul Wagner of the Australian School of Defence of Stockcat, a year needed focusing on a range of systems ranging from the works of George
Silver and the techniques depicted in the manuscripts of the Royal Arms Manus I.33 to the surviving evidence of how the large shields were used, rapiers according to Saviolo and Swetnam and the Scottish Highland. Christian Henry Tobler is one of the first researchers of the German Fencing School. Early publications
also included books by Terry Brown, John Clements, David M. Color (self-published in 2001). In 2003, Stephen Hurd edited a collection of scientific papers called SPADA, and in 2005 was the second volume. Since the mid-2000s, the rate of publication of HEMA-related texts has increased significantly. Below is a list of
current publications. Since 1998 Sala d'Arme Achille Marozzo has been organizing an annual championship in Italy. Due to the excessive number of participants, in 2011 this competitive event was divided into two separate events: military weapons (autumn) and civilian weapons (spring), the expansion of the
organization a grand coalition of Italian clubs HEMA. Civilian weapons include one sword, sword and cloak, sword and dagger, and sword and Brocchiero (Buckler). Military weapons are a two-handed sword, spear, shield and spear, sword and tarpaulin, sword and rotella. The Civil Weapons Championship is one of the
largest HEMA tournaments in the world. Since 1999, a number of HEMA groups have held the Western Martial Arts Workshop (WMAW) in the United States. In 2000, the Renaissance Martial Arts Association (ARMA), known at the time as the Historical Association for Armed Fighting (HACA), hosted the Inaugural
Swordplay Symposium, which was attended by many of the leading researchers from the United States, Europe and Australia. Since 2003, ARMA has hosted the ARMA International Meeting every two to three years. Since 2001, the United States has held an annual medieval fencing symposium aimed at Phil St.
George. The annual Australian Historic Swordplay Convention, the first training event was organized and attended by various Australian groups from 1999 to 2006. It was held in Brisbane in 1999 and 2006, Sydney in 2000 and 2004, Canberra in 2001 and 2005, Gold Coast in 2003 and Melbourne in 2004. The
Swordplay tournament has been held annually in Brisbane since 2009. FightCamp has been operating since 2004 and is organized by London-based Schola Gladiatoria. Since 2006, Gothenburg has hosted an annual Swedish annual event called Swordfish organized by the Gothenburg Historical School of Fencing
(GHFS). It is currently one of the largest HEMA tournaments in the world and is generally considered the HEMA World Cup. Since 2006, a Canadian event called Nordschlag, organized by the Academy of European Fencing (AES), has been held annually in Edmonton, Alberta. This is Canada's first interprovincial
tournament, and is now the largest Canadian tournament, and has participants from all over Western Canada. The event also includes a full day workshop that includes international and local instructors. Since 2010, the annual Pacific Northwest HEMA collection has been organized by several schools and clubs in the
Pacific Northwest. The tournament includes longsworth, single-stick, glyma and one rotating weapon that changes every year. The venue of the event changes every year, and has been located in Fort Casey and Pacific Lutheran University. Since 2011, Vancouver, Canada, has hosted a biennial event called the
Vancouver International Swordplay Symposium. Organized by Duello Academy, this event brought instructors, authors and researchers from around the world for seminars, lectures and seminars. Since 2013, the annual event, Fechtschule Edinburgh, an event dedicated to 16th century fencing has been organized in
Edinburgh, UK, beaked stork: School The swords. This event attracted many practitioners from all over the world. The Purpleheart Open has been held in Houston, Texas since 2014. Formerly Fechtshule America, Purpleheart Armoury Open is one of the largest and fastest growing HEMA competitions in North America.
In 2015, the Australian School of Defense Stoccata hosted the World Broadsworth Championships in Sydney, Australia. The event, which took place in the late 19th century in England, the United States and Australia, last won Parker in Sydney in 1891. Parker was never challenged. In 2015, the tournament was won by
Paul Wagner of Sydney, also the current winner of the Glorianna Cup, the wide-form British championship. Lewis Hand of Hobart, Australia won the junior title. Traditionally, the 19th century title is held in the home town of the reigning champion. The next championship will be held in Sydney in early 2017. Jousting
tournaments have become more common, with Jousters traveling internationally to compete. These include a number of expert-organized Joust, Arne Koets, including the Grand Tournament Of Sankt Wendel and the Grand Tournament in Schaffhausen Umbrella Groups In 2001, the Historic European Martial Arts
Coalition (HEMAC) was established as an umbrella organization for groups in Europe, with four sets of targets: martial arts: reconstruct historical martial arts from the original sources; Improve interpretations into viable, effective martial arts; Test your fighting skills in a variety of competitive environments. Research:
search, decryption, translation of the original sources; a better understanding of the socio-historical context of advocacy in the arts: HEMA propaganda and propaganda; dispel misconceptions and stereotypes; Educate the public at large: create a network of individuals and groups dedicated to HEMA; Promote close
friendship and a sense of community among members; to organize at least one annual HEMAC event. Since 2002, HEMAC has organized an annual International Gathering of Historic European Martial Arts in Dijon, France. In 2003, the Australian Historic Swords Federation became an umbrella organization for groups
in Australia. In 2010, several dozen HEMA schools and clubs from around the world merged under the auspices of hema Alliance, an American Martial Arts Federation dedicated to developing and sharing historic European martial arts and assisting HEMA schools and instructors with things such as instructor certification,
insurance and equipment development. See also the portal of martial arts Arne Koets Historic European Martial Arts in Australia Fighting reconstruction of the English Longsworth School fencing French school fencing German fencing school Italian fencing school Italian fencing school Lavrentiy Martial Arts Guide
Spanish School Fencing Renaissance Sword Club Club Gladiatoria Swords Waster Links - between about 1290 (by Alphonse Lhotsky year is needed) and early to mid-14th century (by R. Leng, of the University of Wurzburg needed) - Tom Leoni, Full Renaissance Swordsman, Freelance Academy Press, 2010 - Tom
Leoni, Venetian Rapier, Freelance Academy Press, 2010 - Figg on the website Pugilism.org - Sieveking, A. F. (2004). Alfred Hutton. Oxforddnb.com. 1. doi:10.1093/ref:odnb/34078. Received on July 10, 2015. SHOLA FORUM. Fioredeiliberi.org. received on July 10, 2015. Timm, Carl Albert (1896). Complete bibliography
of fencing and duel. London. ISBN 9781455602773. Received on July 10, 2015. Bartica. Fullcontactmartialarts.org. received on July 10, 2015. Lode, Francesco (2014). Florius. De Arte Luktandi. Bonanno. ISBN 978-8896950869. Rainier van Noort. Publications - School of Historical Fencing arts. Bruchius.com. received
on July 10, 2015. Hand, Stephen (2006). English fencing. Highland Village: Knight's Bookshelf. ISBN 978-1-891448-27-0. Hand, Stephen (2003). Spada. San Francisco: Knight's Bookshelf. ISBN 978-1-891448-37-9. Hand, Stephen (2005). Recession II. San Francisco: Knight's Book Shelf. ISBN 978-1-891448-35-5.
Wagner and Hand (2004). Medieval sword and shield. San Francisco: Knight's Bookshelf. ISBN 978-1-891448-43-0. Paul Wagner (2008). Master of Defense: Works by George Silver. Paladin Press. ISBN 978-1581607239. Sala d'Arme Achilles Marozzo - Associazione culturale e sportiva. Achillemarozzo.it. received on
July 10, 2015. 2014 - WIS Torneo Nazionale di Sherma Antica UISP - Discipline Civili. Achillemarozzo.it August 7, 2014. Received on July 10, 2015. Gregory Mele. Fioredeiliberi.org. received on July 10, 2015. Hem. Ghfs.se. received on July 10, 2015. What's it?. kickstarter.com. - Pacific Northwest HEMA Collection.
pnwhemag.com/. Received on July 10, 2015. Stork beak: School of Historical Fencing. www.storksbeak.co.uk. - Interview with Arne Coets, Knight of Jousting Life, December 2014 - HEMAC. hemac.org. HEMAC-Dijon. Hemac-dijon.com archive from the original on May 10, 2013. Received on July 10, 2015. About HEMA
Alliance. Hemaalliance.com. received on July 10, 2015. Further reading This further reading section may contain inappropriate or excessive suggestions that may not follow Wikipedia's recommendations. Please make sure that only a reasonable number of balanced, relevant, reliable and visible further reading
suggestions are given; removing less relevant or redundant publications from the same perspective where appropriate. Consider using the relevant texts as sources or creating a separate bibliographical article. (May 2017) how and when to remove this template message) Angelo, Domenico, School of Fencing: With a
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